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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

The EBDG-designed Hornblower GUARDIAN Features Unique Dual Purpose
Vessel seamlessly integrates excursion and emergency operations features

SEATTLE (7/9/14) – Elliott Bay Design Group (EBDG), a leading naval architecture and marine engineering firm
with offices in Seattle, New Orleans and Ketchikan today announced that the Hornblower GUARDIAN, built to its
design, is now in service.
EBDG partnered with Hornblower Cruises
and Events of San Francisco to engineer
the multi-purpose vessel for that
company's Niagara Falls operation. The
new 68-foot long monohull vessel carries
up to 150 passengers and has a unique,
dual purpose as both an open excursion
vessel and an initial responder should one
of the larger boats in the fleet experience
difficulties.
"Hornblower is committed to providing a
safe experience to its customers and the
GUARDIAN is an example of their
investment in safety," said EBDG chief
concept engineer John Waterhouse.
Designed with sufficient horsepower and push knees, the GUARDIAN is equipped to push a 700-passenger vessel
upstream against a current and features a shallow draft, robust aluminum construction and water jet
propulsion. A notch in the starboard side of the vessel facilitates the crew's access to the water for emergency
operations. Other features of the GUARDIAN include large life rafts that can handle additional people in the
unlikely event of major damage to any of the larger vessels.
The GUARDIAN has been designed to meet Transport Canada requirements and will operate primarily as an
open excursion vessel on both the American and Canadian sides of the Niagara River offering passengers
breathtaking views of Niagara Falls.
ABOUT ELLIOTT BAY DESIGN GROUP
Elliott Bay Design Group LLC (EBDG) is an employee-owned company with offices in Seattle, New Orleans and
Ketchikan that provides naval architecture, marine engineering and production support services to owners,
operators and shipyards across the country. With a focus on responsiveness, EBDG delivers designs that are
better to build and better to operate.
For more information, please visit www.ebdg.com or follow us
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